20th Century MAC: Genesis 1965

1965 April 9
Baltimore – Washington D.C. Chapter formed

1966 March 9
1st Meeting Bethesda, MD.

1968 Nov. 20
Renamed Mid-Atlantic Chapter

1971 Jan 17
Entry from logbook: “Despite sleet and rain, 9 brave members met at BPI at the Clinical Center, Bldg 10, NIH. After a short business meeting, Frank Attix spoke on recent progress in Solid State Dosimetry.”

1st known gathering of Physicists on April 9, 1965 at Mohawk Motor Inn. This group would later go on to Charter as “The Baltimore-Washington D.C. Regional Chapter of Radiological Physics”.

20th Century MAC: 2001 to 2012

2001 POST 9/11
Sept. 28 MAC-AAPM co-hosts technical symposium with Johns Hopkins about Imaging in Radiation Therapy. Only a few weeks after the events of 9/11, organizers considered canceling the event. The symposium hosted over 200 physicists who refused to allow terrorism to change their plans.

Future MAC: 2013 Events

2013 ACTIVITIES:
March 14, 2013 – Prof. Jolyon Hendry (right) discusses “Clinical radiobiology and tolerance doses for large dose hypofractionated radiation therapy”, Local dinner meeting at Harbor View Cancer Center; Baltimore, MD

June 3, 2013 – Another local dinner meeting: “Entrepreneurship in Medical Physics” Prof. Cedric Yu, University of Maryland and Xcision Medical Systems, LLC
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21st Century MAC Presidents

2001-2002 Mahadevappa Mahesh
2002-2003 Mehrdad Sarfaraz
2003-2004 Harold Aghaard
2004-2005 Michael A. Taylor
2005-2006 Cedric X. Yu
2006-2007 Nicholas A. Detorie
2007-2008 Holly Hong Ning
2008-2009 Nesrin Dogan
2009-2010 Fritz Lerma
2010-2011 Geoffrey Rugs
2011-2012 Bruce Luby
2012-2013 Caridad Borras
2013-2014 David Dajiaputra
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MAC Pride Awards & Fellows

Gradute Award Winners:

Robert Loevinger, 1995

Award of Achievement in Medical Physics:

Asam Nisrornand-Rad, 2006

James A. Deye, 2010

Caridad Borras, 2013